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- The Promise and Potential of Thinking Small



“Small” is Essential to Success

• “Key to strong walls are the smaller 

stones that fill the spaces and lock 

together the larger elements”
“Irish Stone Walls”

by Pat McAfee

• A decade ago the power of small spacecraft was questioned:
̵ In the mid-80s NASA faced a „going out of business‟ problem – big, expensive 

missions = fear of failure and lengthy periods between results

̵ Commercial (and some government) pioneers saw great human benefit in a 

proliferation of small space missions (“The Logic of Microspace” by Rick Fleeter)

̵ It was slowly realized that a portfolio approach using s/c of various sizes and 

types was best in terms of return on investment and maintaining pace

• Small spacecraft don‟t eliminate the need for larger ones, but 
they have proven to be extremely capable

How many American’s can name a person on the Space Station?

How many American’s remember Spirit and Opportunity?
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Mass is One Dimension of Thinking Small

Santa Clara University: ARTEMIS

SSTL: SNAP-1

AeroAstro: Array of Low Energy X-Ray Imaging Sensors (ALEXIS-1)

NASA: Wide-Field Infrared Explorer (WIRE)

BMDO/NRL: Deep Space

Program Science

Experiment (DSPSE)

GeoLITE

Cost

(~$100M)
~100kg

XSS-11

Complexity

(~100 parts)

Cubesat

www.rand.org/pubs/monograph_reports/MR864 - 3 -



Risk is a Key and Essential Dimension in the World of Small  

• Risk comes in many flavors: cost, schedule, 
technical, programmatic, cultural, etc…

• Complexity = risk
• The goal when designing a small mission is 

to properly blend cost, benefit, and risk to 
achieve a great result

• Risk is essential – consider a
stock portfolio:
– The “most effective” portfolio must

contain high-risk elements, even at the 

lowest desired levels of risk

– The least desirable option contains only 

low-risk elements

– The key to optimizing a portfolio is to 

include high-risk elements and ensure a 

high return per dollar spent

THOUGHT EXPERIMENT: a 100 kg microsub enters the ocean of Europa 

and is eaten by a 50 ft long silicon fish – small spacecraft/infinite return
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Ten Roles Where Thinking Small Can Pay Off

• #1 – Building a Portfolio

• #2 – Achieving “First Results”

• #3 – Challenging Established Culture

• #4 – Acquiring Precursor Scientific and/or Operational Data

• #5 – Exploring Risky Markets/Destinations

• #6 – Maintaining Programmatic Pace

• #7 – Demonstrating Technology

• #8 – Training Future Leaders

• #9 – Establishing Cooperative Ventures

• #10 – Ensuring Full Exploitation of Resources
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Even NASA Can Think Small… to Great Effect!

• NASA can run at the bleeding edge through in-house innovation… 

when allowed to!

• NASA design (JSC), 

DARPA/NASA funding, 

vendor fabrication

• “Buy by the Limb” strategy

• Sophisticated upper body 

system with 47 DOF

• Mission focused – develop 

augmenting capability

• 25 person in-house team

• Mobile, dexterous, and 

teleoperated

• NASA design (JSC), ESA 

contribution, vendor 

fabrication

• Prototype vehicle built to 

Class A specs

• Small focused team (100 CS 

employees) using modern 

tools

• Complex OML

• Demonstration of 

streamlined, fast track 

development

X-38 

• NASA design (ARC airframe, 

GRC propulsion), Boeing 

fabrication

• Modified Buffalo (C-8A) 

(airliner sized)

• Blown wing demonstrator

• 3X lift increase over 

conventional aircraft

• Unassisted aircraft carrier 

(Kittyhawk-class) landing and

takeoff!

• Design database for C-17

Quiet Short-Haul 

Research Aircraft 

(QSRA) 

RoboNaut 
Highly Maneuverable 

Aircraft Technology 

(HiMAT) 

• NASA design 

(ARC/DFRC), Rockwell 

detailed design and 

fabrication

• Fly-by-wire RPV subscale 

(.44) demonstrator

• Graphite-epoxy 

structures – 2X g loads of 

conventional aircraft

• Provided control laws for 

production systems
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Small Spacecraft Can Address Many Markets

– Government should not compete in this 

market – nurture with modest funding 

and support (access to SMEs, tools, 

facilities)

– A decade ago I predicted modest 

growth in this sector… not sure it ever 

materialized
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Upper bound driven largely by 

projected DoD traffic model

Number of Deployed Sats

Number of Launches

• Government generally remains focused on large programs that 

feed institutional need; in the small world:

– USAF has long been a source of advocacy

– NASA thinks small (or commercial) with great reluctance

– OGAs not there yet (though NOAA might become interested in the 

wake of N-POESS)

• Commercial and academic sectors better matched to thinking 

small, especially really small:

– Entrepreneurial ventures focused on high capacity microsats 

designed to exploit technology (MEMS, high-power solar, IP comm,..)



Access to Space Continues to be a Vexing Problem

• On the cost dimension, transportation can quickly become the 

dominant factor in the project budget

• Opportunities remain limited:

– Primary P/L (dedicated or shared LV) – most expensive option, but you own 

the resource

– Secondary P/L (custom carrier or multiple carrier) – cheapest ride but 

sacrifice autonomy, must track to primary P/L schedule, and trajectory is 

often constrained

• So… why hasn’t anyone built a dedicated small launcher?
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A fresh look at the technology and the market should demonstrate the 

potential for a profitable company focused on microsat launches



What’s Possible: a Small Mission Left Unfinished…

• Imagine exploring the Moon commercially with small 

spacecraft:

– A MER-sized lunar rover remotely operated from Earth using 

IP nets and designed to survive repeated lunar nights

– Built by young people in a garage using existing tools – a 

diverse team operating in close partnership with schools

– Watched by millions via a reality TV venue

– Pre-mission revenue generated by advertising sales, product 

placement, gaming, product sales, video sales, etc.

– Revenue augmented during launch and ops through web 

traffic, feed pricing, technology IP, data purchases, mission-

related events, etc.

• When the Moon is done the team next lands on an asteroid
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The best way to make “small” work is to think BIG!



EXTRA CREDIT

[NOTE: the following charts 

present only a NASA perspective
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Small Spacecraft – Myth Busting
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The Pros and Cons of Small Spacecraft

The programmatic perspective
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The Pros and Cons of Small Spacecraft

The cost perspective
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The Pros and Cons of Small Spacecraft

The risk perspective
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